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These are the people responsible for the planning and management of
water resources, in order to protect environmental health, the quality
of source water, and the health and safety of citizens. There are over
83,000 jurisdictions in the United States that are directly affected by
water quality issues for 330 million Americans. 

Roles in this field include Environmental Officers, Municipal
Sustainability Officers, Smart City Innovation Directors, Open Data and
Digital Officers, and Federal Agency program managers who are
charged with providing tools for government.

The User
Federal, State and Local Agencies, NGO’s and Corporations
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These agencies and corporations have limited access and an incomplete
understanding of environmental water quality data and intelligence, which
is needed to set policy, regulate, and manage water quality. There are
several specific issues…

Hard to Understand- While it’s true that federal water quality data is
publicly available to anyone, it has several significant shortcomings. It often
resides in disparate, highly fragmented data bases, and is static, rather than
dynamic. Meaning it sits on a spreadsheet that’s not easy to understand or
use. It’s also often organized by political boundaries (townships, etc) as
opposed to watershed boundaries that reflect how surface water flows. 

Incomplete Picture - As IoT sensors and private data sources increase,
municipalities have no way to blend private data with existing
environmental data, for example in a Smart City or regional planning
initiatives. Open data policies and regulations are becoming more
prevalent, but the missing key is how to best take advantage of these new
data sources in combination with public data already published.

Not Predictive - Today, there is no forecast of water quality that would
enable agencies to plan in advance for impulse events like environmental
spills, storm events, and abnormal occurrences. This leads to situations
where source and amounts of contamination are not clearly understood.
And in the case of municipal reuse of treated sewage, they may not be
aware of upstream conditions coming in a matter of hours or days. It is
common for the discharged effluent from one community to become the
drinking water in another downstream, in as little as 72 hours, where pre-
treatment may be called for. Similarly, agencies are challenged to optimize
water treatment discharges into environmental source water without a
complete understanding of those environmental conditions - and therefore
risk non-compliance with environmental regulations.

The big picture problem for these decision makers is time - agencies have
limited time to find low cost, high impact solutions to what is increasingly
becoming a desperate issue for so many parts of the United States.

The Area of Need

Market pressure is
growing quickly. Water
Resource Planning and
Management agencies
are demanding more
while spending less.
However, at the same
time citizen concern is
heightening rapidly for
for environmental,
drinking and waste
water quality- making
proactive measures
more urgent.

Urgency
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True Elements has the first-ever, easy to use, comprehensive
data service to empower these agencies, corporations and
stakeholders to solve these problems. Our                 (water
quality index) provides one simple score from 1-100 for
everywhere in the United States. Non-technical users can
easily receive notice of water quality abnormalities, and make
comparisons in water quality between different times and
places, and can easily understand them with advance
visualization and geo-mapping tools.

The Solution
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Saves agencies time and money by providing a high quality, low
cost path to build public transparency with business intelligence.
This enables agencies to allocate resources to the highest
priority needs, to build citizen trust, and to plan solutions that
protect the health, safety and welfare of citizens.

1

Avoids cost and risk of development including both investment
capital and time, and concurrently reduces time to market for
digital and smart water solutions.

2

The True Elements
Value Proposition
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Allows agencies to look ahead to anticipate and prepare for
contamination events.4

Builds on specialized knowledge that agencies and NGO’s do not
have to acquire.5

Provides a low cost method of regulatory compliance with
federal, state and local regulations and helps agencies to meet
sustainability goals. Similarly use of the True Elements platform
is a risk reduction strategy that we might think of as disaster
preparedness.

6

Provides a data asset for every agency and stakeholder,
especially in a smart city application where private and public
data from IoT devices and lab testing can be blended.
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